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if youre interested in acquiring a copy of erd commander 2000 for your organization, you
can contact winternals software at saleswinternals.com (1-800-408-8415). at the time this
article was written, a single user license of erd commander 2000 sold for $349.00. microsoft
diagnostics and recovery toolset msdart 5.0for xp, msdart 6.0 for vista, and 6.5 for windows
7is a complete suite of powerful and versatile tools released by microsoft (formerly
winternals) that allows you to repair unbootable or locked-out systems, restore lost data,
and diagnose system and network issues while the system is safely offline. detailed
information [] ive discussed how erd commander 2000 can change the way that you make
server repairs. i also explained the basic erd commander 2000 command set and some
recovery techniques that you can use to repair some common server problems.the authors
and editors have taken care in preparation of the content contained herein but make no
expressed or implied warranty of any kind and assume no responsibility for errors or
omissions. no liability is assumed for any damages. always have a verified backup before
making any changes. most of erd commander 2000s features can be accessed by using the
command prompt. for example, you can run the erd commander command
(erdcommand.exe) and watch the screen as the program is being loaded. you can then use
the command to exit the program. here are some basic commands that you can use to
navigate the program and operate the commands within it. in the erd commander console,
you can use the command set to bring up the help screens or change the theme. to change
the theme, type in the command set theme followed by the name of the theme you want to
use. the erd commander 2000 console is shown in figure a.
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the last feature of erd commander 2000 that i want to discuss is its ability to create iso
images. erd commander 2000 does this in a number of different ways, but the one that ive

found most useful is to create a bootable cd. in windows nt, you can use any cd-rom or drive
that can boot from a cd to create a bootable diskette. this is a much more reliable way of

creating a bootable cd than using the built-in windows disk utility. you can create bootable
iso images in windows nt using the dos version of xp sp2. the dos version of xp sp2 has a

special boot diskette extension that is capable of booting from a cd-rom. once youve created
the bootable cd, you can use the erd commander 2000 bootable cd wizard to create

bootable iso images. these bootable iso images are used to boot machines without any
floppy drives. they dont require any setup files to be on the target system, and they can be
used to boot any type of computer. the bootable iso images can be used to boot to windows
nt, windows 2000, or windows xp. you can even create bootable iso images that are capable
of booting to windows 98. a bootable iso image that can boot to windows 98 is very useful

for doing a repair on a windows 98 computer that was booting to a dos environment. just as
with the built-in recovery tools, erd commander 2000 is only useful when the gui doesnt

load. the best way to repair a damaged system is to remove the damaged file by removing
the file system from its hardware location. once the file system is removed, you can boot

windows nt. windows nt will boot in vga mode if it cant find a suitable driver for your video
card. itll boot in safe mode if you can remove the driver from your system. then, after

windows nt has booted, you can use erd commander 2000 to repair the file system. if you do
this, erd commander 2000 will use the built-in windows nt recovery console to repair the file
system. because of this, you dont need to have a windows 2000 cd handy, and, in fact, you

dont need to have a floppy disk. 5ec8ef588b
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